We analyze the implications of the new physics effect seen in the g-2 Brookhaven measurement and show that if the effect arises entirely from SUSY, then the sign of the Higgs mixing parameter µ is determined to be positive in the standard sign convention. Further, analyses within mSUGRA show that the BNL result leads to upper limits on chargino and neutralino masses of mW 
some channels. Further, µ > 0 is favorable for the discovery of supersymmetric cold dark matter.
The BNL g-2 experiment has made a precise determination of a µ [1] . The new measurement is in good agreement with the previous determinations but the combined error is now reduced by a factor of about 3. Remarkably the experiment finds a 2.6 sigma difference between the experiment and the Standard Model result [2] signaling the onset of new physics [1] , i.e., ( 1) where a µ = (g µ −2)/2. It has been known for some time that a µ is sensitive to new physics such as SUSY [3, 4, 5] . Specifically, estimates of the correction in the well motivated SUGRA model showed in 1983-1984 that the supersymmetric correction to a µ can be as large or larger [5] than the Standard Model electro-weak correction [6, 2] . The more recent analyses [7, 8, 9] support the previous conclusions [5] that the supersymmetric electroweak effects can be large. Further, it is known that large CP effects can be consistent with the electron and the neutron edm constraints [10] and analyses show that the CP violations can generate large corrections to a µ [11] . A variety of other effects such as arising from extra dimensions, anomalous W-couplings etc have also been examined (for a review see Ref. [12] ). In the following we analyze the implications of the new result from Brookhaven on sparticle masses. First, we show that the Brookhaven experiment determines the sign of the Higgs mixing parameter µ. We then analyze the limits on the sparticle spectrum by using the constraint of Eq.(1), combining the error in eq. (1) with the hadronic error of σ SM = 6.7 × 10 −10 [13] , taking a 2 sigma error corridor and attributing the entire difference between theory and experiment to supersymmetry, which gives 10.6 × 10 −10 < a is the universal gaugino mass, A 0 is the universal trilinear coupling at the GUT scale and tan
gives mass to the up quark and < H 1 > gives mass to the down quark and the lepton, and µ is the Higgs mixing parameter which appears in the superpotential in the form W (2) = µH 1 H 2 (Our sign convention on µ is that of Ref. [15] ). The supersymmetric contributions a
SU SY µ
at the one loop level consists of the chargino-sneutrino exchange and of the neutralino-smuon exchange so that a
= aW µ + aÑ µ . However, typically it is the chargino-sneutrino exchange contribution aW µ that dominates.
It was noted in two previous papers several years ago (see Ref. [7] and Chattopadhyay and Nath (CN)in Ref [8] ) that the sign of a > 0 we conclude that
The fact that the sign of µ is determined by the BNL data turns out to be positive is of great consequence. It is known that the current experimental limits on the FCNC process b → sγ eliminates a majority of the parameter space for µ < 0 [16] . The fact that the sign of µ is positive means that a large part of the parameter space is allowed for this µ sign which is very encouraging for the discovery of neutralino cold dark matter [16] .
We discuss now the other consequences of the BNL g-2 constraint. In Fig.1 we can say that under the constraint of the BNL g-2 experiment we find that
Although more detailed mapping of the parameter space would modify the limits somwhat, we expect the main result to survive with some modest corrections. However, one must take the result of Eq. (3) with caution. We note that Eq. (1) exhibits a new physics effect at the 2.6σ level and there is four times more data collected by the BNL group in the year 2000 which will be analyzed in the near future, and an important further check of the result will occur. To see the model independence of the main results of our analysis we have also analyzed the g-2 constraint within the minimal AMSB scenario following the analysis of Ref.
[9] to which the reader is referred to for details and references. The result is presented in Fig.3 for µ > 0 and tan β = 10. One finds an upper limit here on the chargino mass of about 200 GeV and on m 0 of about 500 GeV . Thus the existence of an upper limit on the SUSY scales appears to be pretty model independent. These results provide a strong evidence for the possibility that sparticles must become visible at the LHC with also the possibility of sparticles becoming visible in RUNII of the Tevatron.
Further, an analysis of the effects of extra dimensions on g-2 show that these do not provide a strong background to SUSY [17] .
In conclusion, the BNL data provides a determination of the sign of the Higgs mixing parameter and we find this sign to be positive in the standard notation [15] . Further, assuming that the entire difference between experiment and the Standard Model result comes from SUSY, we find that the result from the Brookhaven experiment implies an 5 upper bound on the SUSY parameters m 0 and m1 2 which we find to lie in a region accessible to future accelerators. Thus we conclude that the major implication of the BNL g-2 result
is that sparticles must become visible at the LHC and possibly at RUNII of the Tevatron.
We also find that the parameter space allowed by the g − 2 experimental limits allow a
Higgs mass in the vicinity of 115 GeV which is the lower limit from LEP. The positive µ sign and the upper limits on the sparticles masses implied by the BNL g-2 data is also encouraging for the discovery of neutralino dark matter in dark matter searches.
After completion of this paper we noticed the following papers on the net which appear 
